Preparing them for the future.

During college, a student’s future starts coming into focus. Learning doesn’t slow. It grows deeper and more complex. Educators strive to teach what employers demand of the next generation: critical thinking, team collaboration and problem solving.

Smith System snapshot for Higher Education:

• **Versatile.** The subject and teacher will influence the layout. But keep classroom furniture highly mobile so that students can quickly tuck-in their tables, get comfortable, and get to work.

• **Choices.** Simulate the flex-seating movement that began in office spaces. Offer traditional chairs, café-style seating, soft seating, rockers and more. Then let students pick where they learn best.

• **Right Size.** Adjustable tables, chairs and desks keep everyone comfortable. Be mindful of plus-size students, too.

• **Aesthetics.** Match their maturity with subdued colors, but with a touch a school spirit. Durable, high-quality crafting keeps furniture looking good.

• **Teacher Tools.** Keep expensive teaching tools mobile, secure and tidy. Look for workstations, lecterns, maker carts, whiteboards and storage on wheels.
UXL Nest & Fold Tables

FIXED & ADJUSTABLE HEIGHT VERSIONS

Adjustable tables can be raised in one inch increments from 26” to 36”. Fixed height version also available. Choose from 13 standard laminate colors, and 20 standard edge colors. Platinum frame only. Sizes: 24x48, 24x60, 24x72, 30x48, 30x60, 30x72, 48 & 60 Half Round.

- UXL Nest & Fold Tables are standard with a 1 1/4” top with 3/8” Bumper T-Mold edge (AL).
- Optional top choice: 1 1/4” top with 4mm T-Mold edge.
- Easy to use release mechanism spans the top length.
- Adjustable height version adjusts in one-inch increments with an allen wrench.

UXL Sit + Stand Student Desk

The UXL Sit + Stand student desk is a welcome addition to any collaborative environment. Specify 4-6 to create an engaging learning zone, or outfit the entire classroom for the ultimate flexible learning environment. Featuring a unique adjustable column that floats from 26 inches to 42 inches with the press of a lever, this student desk truly adapts to any learning situation. At its lowest height students can choose to use a standard 16” or 18” height chair.
Planner® Studio Tables

These sophisticated 29"h, 36"h and 40"h tables meet the demanding needs of today’s creative learning spaces, without the pared down “shop-class” aesthetics. The adaptive urban industrial style allows for crossover application in media centers, active learning spaces, common areas or any space that encourages collaboration and social learning.

- Strong, 14-gauge steel legs are protected with a durable powder coat surface.
- Sturdy 1 ¼” desktop with a high-pressure laminate surface.
- Optional second surface available on 36” and 40” high models
- Optional foot rest available for 36” & 42” height Studio tables, platinum finish only.
- Planner Studio comes standard with 4” diameter casters, with all 4 wheels lockable.

Planner Studio Laminate Color Choice

- Pewter Mesh PEW
- Mission Maple MIM
- Whiteboard WTB *

Planner Studio Leg Color Choice

- Apple AP
- Cerulean CE
- Charcoal CG
- Orange OR
- Platinum PL
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Cafe Meeting Tables

Café Tables are a popular choice for creating casual meeting areas in commons, libraries and classrooms. Start by choosing (1) a top, (2) then choose from five heights: 42” Standing Height, 40” Working Height, 36” K-8 Standing Height, 29” Sitting Height or 16” Coffee Height. Next, choose from Circular or Crisscross styles. 42”, 40” and 36” Standing Height models offer Backpack hooks, standard. (3) Choose optional power for the top, power cord runs out bottom of base. 1 1/4” thick top available in all standard finishes. Bases available in Platinum or Black.

Available in five heights.
UXL® Sit + Stand Teacher Lectern

The UXL Sit + Stand teacher lectern is a perfect addition to any classroom. Featuring a unique adjustable column that floats from 30 inches to 45 inches with the press of a lever. The semi-transparent privacy screen can be flipped up or down, with screws, to the teacher’s preference of modesty panel (for sitting) or desktop privacy screen. Also, the lectern features a 10x14x3” depth basket for laptop or tablet storage. Screen and Technology Basket standard on teacher lectern unit. Available with 3/4” top only.

Cascade® Whiteboard Unit

Smith System is helping educators maximize their shrinking learning environments by introducing the new Cascade Two-Sided Whiteboard Unit. This versatile, nomadic workhorse replaces the traditional single-purpose whiteboard with a dual-purpose mobile whiteboard plus storage. Key features include magnetic writing surfaces on the front and back of a storage unit which houses customizable, extra-wide totes. The classroom just became more flexible than ever.

Platinum Only
Silhouette Student Desks

The Silhouette Desk is a contemporary desk that combines elegant design, durability and functionality. It’s stable and strong, and its leg design allows easy ingress and egress. A backpack peg is standard.

Cascade AV Presentation Cart

This presentation cart provides movable, lockable storage for AV equipment, and a durable work surface. Available in 19 colors. Locking doors open 270° to provide obstruction-free access to AV gear and materials.

• Total of four electrical outlets outside and five inside connected with one 12 foot cord.
Smith System Standard Laminates

- Asian Night 7949-60
- Boardwalk Oak 7983-60
- Pewter Mesh 7876-60
- Classic Linen 4943-60
- High Rise 4996-60
- Palisades Oak 7987-60
- Buka Bark 7982-60
- Flax Linen 4990-60
- Mission Maple 7990-60
- New Age Oak 7938-60

Smith System Standard Colors

- Smith System Black
- Smith System Charcoal
- Smith System Platinum
- Smith System Champagne
- Smith System Burgundy
- Smith System Forest Green
- Smith System Chocolate
- Smith System Navy
- Smith System Mocha
- Smith System Clementine
- Smith System Mint
- Smith System Blueberry

Higher Education Thought Starters:

- Asian Night 7949-60
- Smith System Platinum
- Boardwalk Oak 7983-60
- Smith System Navy
- Buka Bark 7982-60
- Smith System Charcoal
- High Rise 4996-60
- Smith System Mint
- Flax Linen 4990-60
- Smith System Clementine
- Classic Linen 4943-60
- Smith System Platinum

Smith System Standard Colors

Saturated

- Smith System Red
- Smith System Orange
- Smith System Yellow
- Smith System Apple
- Smith System Persian Blue
- Smith System Cerulean
- Smith System Purple